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Rings
May graduates may pick up
their class rings at L. C. Martin's Drug Store now.
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He Roars For Clemson University
ty"

Feb. 16-18

Playing opposite Mrs. Bond
is Marvin-Joe Merck playing
the lead male role of Stephen
Brewster. He has had extensive
training as a dancer. He has
appeared with the St. Petersburg Little Theatre, The Amer-

ican Light Opera Company,
and has had lead roles in
"Damn Yankees", "South Pacific", "The Boy Friend", "Pal
Joey", and "Oklahoma."
Mr. Merck appeared in the recent Clemson Little Theatre
productions of "Hay Fever"
and "Gazebo". He is an English
teacher of Hanna High in Anderson.
The third and last member of
the cast is Elizabeth Hodgson
playing Mabel, the house guest
She has appeared in many
plays, including "Hay Fever"
and "Gazebo".
"The Brick and the Rose", a
collage of voices, involves the
basic concept of expressionism.
The play must be performed
with only voice and with facial
expressions — no body movements.
It is a contemporary drama
based on the significant experiences in a young man's life
and is executed by 10 actors
portraying 46 characters referred to as Actor L through
Actor X.
The sketch of characters in
"The Brick and the Rose" are
Jane Fife, Vernon Hodges, Joe
Hodgson, Irma Ross, Lois
Chisman, Jim Vaseff, Bob Caricato, Bill Gestrick, and Clarke
Plaxco.
Advance tickets are on sale
at Merck's Hardware, 112
Sloan Street—phone 654-4745.
Adult
tickets
are
$1.25,
children's tickets are $.50, and
University students are admitted Thursday, February 16
with I. D. cards.

Proposed East Campus Cafeteria
Work on a proposed new dining facility (foreground) at Clemson University is expected to start soon on east campus where a high-rise residence hall (left) is already
under construction.
The two-level dining hall is expected to be ready by the first semester of the
1968-69 school year. The 11-story dormitory, the first of five planned high-rise residence halls, is expected to be completed by August of this year.
The dormitory will be named Manning Hall in honor of the late Richard I. Manning, a Clemson life trustee and former Governor of South Carolina.

Campus Police Cannot
Leave College Land —Now
By ROBERT WHITNEY
Tiger Staff Writer
"In the future campus policemen will attend to matters only
on the campus proper," a university official said this week.
Last week university police
issued warning tickets to many
cars parked in the town of Clemson, the official said. These
notices were to warn students
that their cars must be registered with the university, he said.
Townspeople objected and
the university officials have
since ruled that the campus
police must stay on campus to
give tickets, he said.
The university had exceeded
its limits, the official said.
"THE TICKETS were nullified and no more will be issued
off campus," he said.
The university can no longer
enforce the five-mile jurisdiction
which was once used to enforce
the restriction on non-registered
cars, he said. Recent court cases
have declared this illegal.

'The Brick And The Rose'
One of the two Little Theater productions scheduled for
Feb. 16-18 is "The Brick And The Rose." a collage of voices.
Members of the cast pictured above are, left to right standing, Lois Chrisman, Jane Fife; kneeling, Irma Ross, Bill
Gestrich.

The matter is now closed,
he said, and as long as a student complies with town ordinances, the university will not
bother him. "The campus police
will only give tickets on campus," he said.

Student Leaders Question
Room Arrest Regulations
By STYLES COBB
Tiger Staff Writer
In a recent issue of The Tiger,
John Ranney, Chairman of
Men's Residence Court, said
that room arrest was unnecessary.
In a Dear Tom letter, Ranney
said that the student body is
not a mature group and that
dorm life is a privilege which
should be denied for a given
dorm offense.
Dick Miley, student Attorney
General, said that moving students out of the dorms for offenses which now result in room
arrest would be too harsh an
action.
"Personally, I feel that room
arrest is quite satisfactory in
its present form for those who
receive it," said Miley.
Miley said that while the entire student body is not mature,
there are, of course, groups of
mature as well as immature
people.
"This is true in any case where
you have a large number of
people," Miley concluded. The
Attorney General also said that
there is always room for
change, and probably some
modifications such as allowing
a radio were in order.
John Dickerson, Chairman
of the Senate Judiciary Committee, explained that the specification for room arrest was
handed down to the student judicial branch from the University administration.
"However," Dickerson continued, "the Senate Judiciary
Committee is almost finished
with a revision of the student
regulations, which we will ask
the administration to approve."
The committee is working in cooperation with representatives
from both High Court and the
Men's Residence Court
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Dickerson added that he felt
that the Clemson student body
is basically mature, and that
with time the problems with offenders and their prosecution
will be ironed out. Dickerson
further felt that removing students from the dorms was not
a suitable substitute for room
arrest.
George Coakley, Dean of
Men, explained that if the people
who came before the student
courts were expelled from the
dorms thewhole purpose of regulations would be defeated.
The Dean said that "quite often rules are broken simply because no supervision was present to reveal the consequences.
The student's removal from the
dorms would allow such an offender to blunder into worse
mistakes," he added.

Coakley said, "The whole
purpose of room arrest is to
provide the available time for
study and reconsideration of
one's reasons for being in college. Quite often the offenders
are glad to have had the enforced time for their academic
pursuits."
"This is why distractions such
as radios, outside reading material, record players, visitors,
and other such things are prohibited. "
Coakley went on to say that
if room arrest is too harsh,
the courts should make other
recommendations.
"However," Dean Coakley
concluded, "even with the present system of room arrest, you
will find that the regulations
are rarely carried out."

Water Pollution Seminar
To Be Conducted Here
The latest techniques in treating chemical wastes to control
water pollution will be studied
by 30 industrial representatives, including plant engineers
and superintendents, during a
seminar at Clemson University
Feb. 13-17.
Manufacturing Chemists Association of Washington, D. C.
will sponsor the seminar in cooperation with Clemson University and the University of
Texas.
The program will combine
lectures and discussions with
laboratory demonstrations
and the solving of typical water
pollution problems.
"The seminar is designed to
give industrial representatives
the benefit of the latest technology for wastes treatment, both
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Senate Resolution
Remarks On Dan's

'Suppressed Desires9
At Little Theater

"Suppressed Desires" was
first performed by the Provincetown Players at the Wharf
Theatre, Provincetown, Mass.,
and the author Susan Glaspell
played the lead.

The proposed S. C. compulsory education bill is discussed in "From The Hillside" on page 2.
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By JUDY BEACH
Tiger Staff Writer
Two productions by the
Clemson Little Theatre will be
presented February 16,17, and
18 at the Food Industries Auditorium at 8:15.
Jim Len, a Clemson third
year architectural student, will
produce the two plays, "Suppressed Desires"by Susan Glaspell and "The Brick and the
Rose" by Lewis John Carline.
Jim is a native of Wallington,
New Jersey. He worked on the
sets of "Mikado", "H. M. S.
Pinafore", and "Gazebo".
The comedy, "Suppressed Desires" takes place in an upper
story studio in New York and
involves only three characters,
a man, his wife, and a house
guest.
Mrs. Ann Bond playing the
leading role of Henrietta Brewster has studied in New York,
done national summer stock,
and is a drama graduate of
Louisiana State. Wife of Clemson Professor Howard Bond,
she herself is on the faculty of
Anderson Hanna High School.

Education

as to practice and as to the
basis for selecting, planning,
and designing specific treatment methods," says Dr. Alfred T. Wallace, a Clemson assistant professor of environmental systems engineering
and seminar instructor.
W. Wesley Eckenfelder, Jr.,
professor of environmental
professor of environmental
health engineering, at the University of Texas, and director
of the program for advanced
study in water pollution control, is seminar director.
Other seminar instructors
are, Dr. John F. Andrews,
Clemson professor of environmental systems engineering;
Dr. Earnest F. Gloyna, professor of environmental health
engineering at the University
of Texas.

Mayor John LaGrone of
Clemson said that local merchants had called his attention
earlier to lengthy parking by
students in the business area.
Due to the shortage of spaces,
two hour parking limits are
now being enforced throughout
the downtown district on all
cars with no bias directed -toward student's cars, he said.
In describing the circumstances of last week's incident,
LaGrone said that town Police
Chief Michael had asked Campus Police Chief Weeden to
check several spaces above the
jewelry store that are out of
town limits and on thecampus.
Weeden then asked if he could
send men into town to put warning notices on cars suspected of

being owned by students and
not registered with the university, he said. Thus warning
tickets were placed on cars
parked in privately owned
parking lots by the campus
police, he said.
CHARLES BREWER, owner of a local gas station who
rents lots to students, said tickets were placed on cars parked
on his private property.
He said that one student's
car in for repairs also bore a
university ticket. He registered
a complaint with Dean Walter
T. Cox, Vice-president for Student Affairs. Another private
lot owned by a Mr. Newton
was also affected.

Speights Opposes Cox's
Re-defined Student Role
By BILL RHODES
Tiger Staff Writer
"Student government is self
government,"
said Student
Body President Danny Speights
of the position of Student Government. "That is the basic difference between the Student Senate and the Faculty Senate."
Speights said, "If the Student Government serves only in
an advisory capacity rather
than an active capacity, its
name should be changed to
the Student Opinion Committee. If we depend on the Administration for every move
that we make, we are not self
government."
"The Student Government
has certain areas of direct control. These
areas are those
which directly affect students
such as Student Regulations
and discipline," said Speights.
LAST WEEK, Dean Walter
T. Cox, Vice President for Student Affairs, said that no
changes in reulations would be
made without first consulting
the Student Government.
On this comment, Speights
said, "Dean Cox'-' comment
shows progress in Student Government. I feel that as the only
voice of the students who elected us, it is our right, not our
privilege, to be contacted on
any matter directly affecting
students."
Speights further stated that
the Administration should have
an ultimate veto of Student Government actions, but that the
Student Government should be
allowed to operate in its own
areas of direct authority.
Senior Senator Ryan Cobb
said that "because we are the
only legal voice of the student,
the Student Government should
have control of those areas of
government which directly affect the life of the average student."
Cobb continued, "There are
areas which the Student Government should not concern itself with. For instance, the Student Government could not
rightfully say that the tuition
should be lowered or that the
Administration must fire Professor John Doe because he
flunks too many students."
"I feel that the Administration
should go along with the Student Government in any case
which does not interfere with
areas of administrative control
or that is economically feasible," said Cobb.
Sophomore Senator Al Cros-

by had this to say about the
position of Student Government: "I feel that the Student
Government is stronger than
most students think. However,
we will never reach a position
in which we will have the power
to override an administrative
veto."

By ED WALDRON
Tiger Staff Writer
In a resolution introduced by
Gordon Edgin, chairman of the
General Affairs Committee, the
Senate resolved on Monday
night that "Mr. Dan Gentry
should make every effort possible to raise the overall health
standard of his establishment,
in the interest of the majority of
his patrons, the students of
Clemson University."
The resolution also stated
that "definite improvements
and/or changes should be
made in the following areas:
overall cleanliness of tables,
walls, and floors; tops of catsup
bottles; cleaner trays during
the rush hours; more healthful
looking garbage cart, with perhaps an enclosed pail; improved personal hygiene of employees (wearing of hair nets,
etc.); and an improved method
of ice distribution."
IN A LETTER which will
accompany a copy of the resolution sent to Dan, Gordon Edgin said, "After having met with
you on January 31, we are fully
aware that many of the problems listed in section two have
been dealt with, and many are
in the process of being improved."
Continuing, Edgin said, "We
feel that the efficiency of your
workers must be improved, as

Erskine To
Teach Grads
Erskine College and Clemson University will join in a
cooperative graduate program
beginning the 1967 summer
session. All classes will be
taught at Erskine.
Plans for the joint program
were announced by Dr. Joseph
Wightman, acting president at
Erskine, and Dr. Robert C. Edwards, Clemson president.
The graduate program will
be similar to the one already
underway between Furman
and Clemson universities.
Students enrolled under the
program will be registered at
both Erskine and Clemson.
Courses to be offered will be
regular
Clemson Graduate
School courses, but taught by
members of the Erskine faculty. Tentative areas of study include English, history, and education.
Professors of both institutions
will consult as necessary to
standardize textbooks, curriculums, collateral assignments, examinations, and other
course requirements.

Scabbard And Blade
Initiates New 'Fish'
The "Fish" are swimming
around the quadrangle this
week as the regular Scabbard
and Blade Pledge Week was
conducted for the ROTC cadets pledging the organization.
The pledges, better known
as "Fish," have been struggling
to complete their informal initiation period under the direction of the old members, the
"Whales".
The initiation seemed to be
enjoyed by all as the "Fish"
took swims daily in ice water
on the quadrangle under the
watchful eyes of the Clemson
student body members.
Each pledge was required to
do various tasks such as getting lipstick on his face, obtaining a passion mark, etc.
After completing their tasks,
the "Fish" were rewarded for
their efforts by being bombarded with eggs and doing pushups in the warm atmosphere.
All of this activity began on
Monday, and the climax will
come on Saturday night with a
tactical maneuvering problem
in which the "Fish" face the
"Whales."

Those Army R. O. T. C. cadets pledging the Scabbard and
Blade are Jimmy Addison, Bert
Calhoun, Phil Grant, and
Randy Hoag.
Also, Jim Hudgins, Willy Jordan,
Ivwn Kelly, Tim Lee,
Laury Pope, Danny Rhodes,
and Len Lenerote.
Those Air Force R. O. T. C.
cadets pledging are Tom Coleman, Richard "Cooter" Davis,
David Gary, Wayne Lee, John
Miller, and Bennie Pitman.

their performance is representative of your business."
In conclusion, Edgin thanked
Dan "for the support that you
have always given us, and we
feel quite sure that you will always work in the best interest
of Clemson University."
A copy of the resolution will
not only be sent to Dan, but
also to the county and state
health departments.
In further action, the Senate
passed Sophomore Senator
Harry Tinsley's bill stating that
a professor should not require
students to meet a class outside
of its regularly scheduled time
period, unless two thirds of the

FURTHERMORE, a professor desiring to hold an outside class must announce the
proposed change and call for
a vote at least one week in advance.
A second bill recommending
that the ceiling on honorariums
for major service organizations
be raised from $2200 to 3000
per academic year was also
passed.
Additional resolutions passed included proposals to subsidize Homecoming displays
and extend library hours during exams.

Draft Poll Shows
Student Support
A national poll of college and
university students revealed
that over 90 per cent support
the idea of the draft.
However, 70 per cent of the
students were not satisfied with
the present Selective Service
System.
More than 70 per cent of
American students would prefer to have non-military, e. g.,
Peace Corps, Teachers' Corps,
and VISTAas an equal alternative to military service.
Over 60 per cent of the students stated that they did not
feel that students should be deferred just because they are students.
Last November the United
States National Student Association called for a campuswide referenda on the Draft and
on various alternatives to the
Selective Service System.
W. Eugene Groves, President
of the USNSA said in a letter
concerning
the poll, "We
worked especially hard to assure a wide diversity of types
of colleges and universities."
Some twenty-three campuses
with a total student population
of 99,000 were included in the
poll with over 30,000 students
actually voting.
CONCERNING the national
conscription into military service, the highest percentages
for it were 99 percent and 98
percent.
Percentages dropped on the
average by 18 percent as the
highest percentages recorded
for conscription in peacetime
as well as emergency were 81
percent and 78 percent.
Simmons College was the
only school to be satisfied with
the present draft system as 84
percent revealed favorably
towards it. However, the highest
percentage against the present
system was revealed at Bennington College at 96 percent.
Bennington College again
took the lead in supporting
voluntary service for other than
military with 97 percent being
for such work as the Peace
Corps or VISTA.
Most students at the college
preferred that some students
be required to serve, but chosen
on a selective basis with deferments and exceptions.

Room
Reservations
Reservations for rooms for
1st Semester 1967-68 will be
accepted after March 1 at dates
to be announced.
A proportionate part of all
dormitories will be reserved for
new students and priorities then
established by classes for rising
seniors, juniors, and sophomores.
A deposit of $60.00 will be
required of all students reserving rooms. Inasmuch as the
exact dates for reservations are
indefinite at this time, students
desiring room reservations
should be prepared to make the
$60.00 deposit upon announcement of definite dates.

students involved approve the
change.

Sink Or Swim?
"Fish" Bennie Pitman finally succeeded in retrieving a
"drowning hat" from an ice-filled tub.
Pitman is one of 17 pledges of Scabbard and Blade being
informally initialed this week. Tomorrow night the "fish"
will face the "whales" (old members) in a tactical problem.

Up to 42 percent of the students decided that all should
serve, while no more than 14
percent revealed a desire for
choice for selectees by lottery
at some specific age.
Voting was slightly closer as
five of the colleges felt that all
students should not be liable
to the Draft; yet, all the colleges agreed with a maximum
percentage of 83 percent at
Mount St. Mary's College voting that students should not be
deferred just because they are
students.

* * *

While a large majority of
those students polled revealed
favorable to the draft, another
group of students revealed their
"opposition to conscription in
any form."
The National Council of Students for a Democratic Society
recently issued from Berkeley,
California, a seven point AntiDraft Resolution asking "all
young men to resist the draft."
The SDS called the U. S. action towards Viet Nam an "immoral, illegal, and genocidal
war against the Viet Namese
people in their struggle for selfdetermination."
They pointed out their belief
that conscription is used by the
United States Government "to
oppress people in the United
States and around the world."
The SDS stated that they will
"organize against any attempt
to legitimize the Selective Service System by reforms."
They said that "a sense of
urgency must be developed that
will move people to leave the
campus and organize a movement of resistence to the draft
and the war, with its base in
the poor, working class, and
middle class communities."

GAM Honor
FraternityDeadline Set
Gamma Alpha Mu, Clemson
University honorary fraternity
for writers, announced this
week that the deadline for submitting manuscripts for judging this year will be Wednesday,
March 1.
All Clemson students, regardless of class standing or major
course of study are eligible to
submit manuscripts for judging
to Dr. Louis Henry in 0-325
of the English building.
Gamma Alpha Mu, one of
the oldest honor societies at
Clemson, was begun in 1928
under the guidance of Dr. John
D. Lane, for 30 years faculty
advisor for The Tiger and a
long-time advocate of journalism and creative writing at
Clemson.
Manuscripts can be submitted
in short story writing, poetry
or some aspect of journalism.
Entires last year ranged from
poetry to technical writing.
Manuscripts will be judged
by: Earl Mazo, staff writer for
Readers' Digest and recipient,
last week of the Tiger Alumni.
Ben Robertson Memorial
Award; George Chaplain, Editor of the Honolulu Advertiser
and Harry Ashmore, Editor ir
Chief of Encyclopedia Brittanica publications. All were
members of Gamma Alpha Mu
while at Clemson.
Students whose manuscripts
are selected will receive a GAM
fraternity pin and will be recognized in ceremonies at Honors
and Awards day on April 5.
Manuscripts will be returned
upon request.
Further information can be
obtained from Dr. L. L. Henry
or from club president Billy
Walker in 4-229.

The Open Column
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The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the views of the administration, the
faculty, or the student body as a whole.
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A Little Interest
Last semester we had serious discussions with administration officials about a means of stimulating
ideas and intellectual discussion on
this campus. At that time, we proposed a so-called "Clemson Forum"
to bring outstanding people in the
field of ideas to speak within the
framework of a general thesis. Our
objective, however, was somewhat
limited in nature.
The idea was dropped by mutual
agreement, partly because of lack
of funds and time to obtain topnotch speakers. Our proposal dealt
specifically' with newspapers under
the possible topic, "The Press and
the Bureaucracy," touching on the
problem of the public's right to
know versus bureaucratic press releases or "handouts."
Even so, the administration was
very receptive to the original idea,
and our concept of the "Forum" has
since broadened. It could be used
to debate questions relating to the
problems of South Carolina, the nation, or the world. The money
could, quite possibly, be found and
speakers could surely be obtained.
What is needed now is a framework within which to plan and run
the conference.
A student committee could construct a program that would interest the student body—and faculty
and administration as well. Then
the committee could call for help in
securing speakers and setting dates.
The possibilities are limitless, and
many former South Carolinians
would qualify as experts in their
fields.
In beginning our list of likely
eligibles, let's consider Wilson Newman of Dun and Bradstreet and
John Swearingen of Standard Oil
of Indiana (both chief executive officers) in matters relating to business and industry.
In education, there's Dr. James
Killian of M.I.T., the nation's first
Presidential science advisor (for
Eisenhower immediately after Sputnik) and currently chairman of a

national committee on educational
television.
Space age sciences list Dr. Charles
Townes of M.I.T., a 1964 Nobel
Prize winner for his work in developing lasers, and George Sutton,
developer of Lockheed Aviation's
"Hummingbird" aircraft concept.
South Carolinians in culture and
the arts include Dr. Louis B. Wright
of the Folger Shakespeare Library;
James Jackson, chief executive of
the California Institute of the Arts
(heavily endowed by the late Walt
Disney); David Finley, a past
chairman of the nation's Commission on Fine Arts; and Philip M.
Hamer, past executive director of
the National Historical Publications
Commission.
From medical research, there's
Dr. John R. Heller, perhaps the
foremost person in the field of cancer research.
In the field of ideas, Harry Ashmore, Pulitzer Prize winning editor
of The Arkansas Gazette and now
chairman of the Center for the
Study of Democratic Institutions,
Earl Mazo of Readers Digest, and
George Chaplin, editor of the Honolulu Advertiser, have national respect.
And from the military, General
William Westmoreland today has
no peer.
The above-named persons, who
by no means constitute a complete
list of the state's leading human exports, would likely respond favorably to a request to aid Clemson
and the state. These people have
already received their full share of
honors. Work, not play, sessions
would interest them most. And
they should be paid for their time.
The proper administrative officials would show considerable interest in such a program, we feel
sure. But they do need to be approached by student government
personnel, an organization, or just
a group of students that show a little interest in the issues affecting
this society.

An Objective Viewpoint
On Holiday Quiz Policy
By JEFF LAPIN
Tiger Columnist
Does the Math Department deserve to be chastized?
Last semester at Thanksgiving time math students were
ready to do more than just
chastize the department.
Through "Letters to Tom" and
editorials in The Tiger, it was
apparent that the students were
upset.
All well remember that last
semester the Math Department
adopted a policy whereby a
quiz would be given the day before and the day after all holidays.
All that wassaidlastsemester
on the matter was from the students' point of view. The students were upset and disgusted
because they thought their
rights were being infringed on.
I, a math major, was among
. them.
Before dropping math and
adding R. P. A., I decided to
give my past, present, and future professors a benefit of the
doubt and do some research
on the matter. I decided to have
an open mind, maintain my
composure, and act maturely.
I interviewed the Head of the
Math Department, Dr. Clayton
V. Aucoin, and a cross-section
of math professors, who unanimously asked to be left anonymous.
The answers to my questions
were stereotyped by the professors. To my surprise everyone was human enough to recognize the students' point of
view. They were to a degree on
our side.
The professors interviewed
have all taught at Clemson
quite a few years, and they
stated it was impossible to teach
the class before Thanksgiving
and Easter. There were just no
students present.
When Dr. Aucoin confronted
his faculty with the quiz policy,
there was no discussion on the
matter, and the vote was unanimously affirmative. The professors knew something had
to be done.
They agreed that the quiz before the holiday was necessary,
but the one following was useless. There has never been an at-

tendance problem following
holidays. Dr. Aucoin said he
didn't know whether a compulsory quiz following holidays
would be continued.
The professors also agreed
that they would be against a
policy any harsher than the
present one, whereas Dr.
Aucoin is for a policy such as
the one Duke has.
Duke University's policy
says that student must attend
his very last class before the
holiday, or he is given an "F"
in this course for the semester.
He can cut every class up to
his last one, but he must attend
this last class or he fails the
course.
Why would Dr. Aucoin favor
such a policy? He never really
convinced me he had a good
reason. He stated that if he was
on the faculty senate, he would
recommend it.
Most intelligent and mature
students will agree that we ain't
got it half as bad as Duke, who
is ranked behind Clemson in
engineering.
I asked the professors the following question: Do you not
feel that class attendance should
be left up to the maturity of the
students and to the parents,
who pay the professors to
teach? The professors in this
case could not give me a good
answer.
I also asked Dr. Aucoin this
question; by this time he was
tired of answering my questions. He said, "The maturity
of the student is not a question
in this, matter. It has never been
brought up at our meetings.
The reason we installed this
policy is simple. We have a job
to educate the Clemson student,
and we simply cannot educate
seats.
"Maturity is not involved.
The maturity of the student is
involved when it comes to everyday class cuts. The mature
student, the one with a good
G. P. R., will not argue with the
policy. He is the one that realizes he must attend classes
to learn."
My main complaint about the
quiz is that it is not coordinated
with the school calendar. Classes before Thanksgiving did not

end until the last class on Wednesday. This meant that students with 3:00 o'clock math
classes or labs could not leaveuntil late Wednesday afternoon.
I asked Dr. Aucoin why his
policy was started without trying to change the calendar so
all students would have sufficient time to get home for
Thanksgiving dinner. He said,
"All of this does not matter.
The question still remains that
I have a job to educate Clemson math students. We had poor
attendance, and something had
to be done—and now."
The professors agreed that
the biggest problem was that
some students did not have
ample time to get home for
Thanksgiving. They said this
was administrative and not
academic. It was in this respect
they were on our side.
Victor Hurst, Dean of the University, outwardly appearing
very sincere, takes a point of
view all good administrators
should take. He refused to give
a yes-no answer about the quiz,
stating that he would rather
have the students polled and
then let the Senate make resolutions based on this poll. He
also pointed out that his office
would be glad to consider any
complaints the students have.
John Matthew, president of
the Senate, said that a resolution concerning the calendar
has been referred to a committee. It would allow for the
Thanksgiving holiday to begin
at 12:00 noon on the Tuesday
before Thanksgiving. Matthew
also pointed out that the calendar is set up two years in advance. The earliest the resolution could take effect would be
1969.
I asked Dr. Aucoin if the quiz
policy would be abolished if
the resolution is adopted by the
administration. He gave no
concrete answer except to say,
"You are bringing up questions
we haven't thought about."
Although Dr. Aucoin is harsh
in some of his views, his basic
reasoning is sound—you cannot teach seats.
When the calendar is aligned
with Thanksgiving, Dr. Aucoin
and his department will be
right. But now he is wrong.

Minister Prods Apathy 1 From The
By Chuck Middlebrooks
Campus Minister
Presumably there are at least
three ingredients that go into
the make-up of a great university; namely, faculty, students,
and administration. In this age
of mass education and technological progress the role of
administration and organization in higher education has increased rather necessarily, but
which, as some suggest, has assumed too large a role. (See
Baly's Academic Illusion). At
least I hope this point is still
debatable.
Looking back at my Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary I find that the root meaning behind the word "administration" has to do with "the
process of serving," a meaning
which I think is at the heart of
any kind of administration.
Which brings me to the source
of this letter.
I am sure that a good portion
of the student body and a number of others, myself included,

could readily identify with what
Mr. Kaulakis described last
week in his article on apathy.
We 'all tend to give it up or
say, "What's the use?" But even
Mr. Kaulakis, who seemed to
think that it was faulty logic to
believe that his article would
do any good, must have secretly believed and hoped that the
article just might somehow
prod one or two or three or
four persons to rise out of their
"trough of indifference" and
sound their voice and put their
hand to the plow.
Perhaps too much so-called
"school spirit" is simply limited to intercollegiate athletics
and not with the more weighty
matters of helping Clemson to
become a great university. Sure
it's a hard row to hoe, but if
one really believes that some
changes are necessary if Clemson is to become a great university, then it's time to stand
up and be counted; not only in
words, but in the work necessary to back the words up. It's

time to back up the student government if one thinks that its
proposals are important to
Clemson as a university, and
not just because they are the
busy work of a few elected students or some conveniences that
it would be nice to have.
Clemson University is going
through the birth pains of heing born and of obtaining a
greater measure of freedom,
and I .mean responsible freedom. It won't happen over
night, and it will happen more
slowly and less healthily if more
students—there's where the
hope lies—don't get out of their
"troughs of indifference." And
don't think it won't cost something. But as long as there are
Kaulakis' and Speights' and
Matthews and others, to write
and work sacrificially, the birth
is sure to take place.
Perhaps this letter added to
that of Mr. Kaulakis will encourage a few more to rise out
of their "troughs of indifference. "

The Right To Ignorance

Letters To Tom

Letter Defends Dan's
Dear Tom,
We are writing this epistle in
response to a letter which you
saw fit to publish a few weeks
ago. We have not criticized previous letters of disapproval
which have appeared in The
Tiger, but this one letter has incited our anger to the degree of
response, because it concerns a
well-known friend and benefactor of the student and Clemson University as a whole, the
proprietor of Dan's Sandwich
Shop, one Mr. Dan Gentry.
The reason that the creation
of this epistle has been delayed
is that we felt the students of
C. U. would rise in mass protest to right the wrong that has
been leveled against Mr. Gentry
by a student who felt thatitwas
his responsibility to inform the
consumers of his erroneous
conception of the conditions

prevalent in the aforementioned
establishment, but since there
has been no student reaction, we
have decided to take the initiative.
We realize that Dan's is not
comparable to the dining room
in the Atlanta Playboy Club,
but it is an efficient organization that is kept as clean and
wholesome as conditions will
allow. The patrons should consider themselves fortunate in
that they can close their books
after many long hours of study
and utilize the facilities available at the end of that muchtraveled path to Dan's.
We feel that Dan goes beyond
the ordinary to make the students welcome in his place of
business. This is clearly seen
in the students' monopoly of the
color television. Many times
we have been present when stu-

dents who have only entered
Dan's to monopolize the space
needed for the paying customer
have taken advantage of Dan's
hospitality by treating the television as if it were their own instead of for the consumer's consumption.
Students! We realize that there
are flaws in the environment
of Dan's, but do not express
your complaints through anonymous letters. We believe that
Dan, being thetypeofpersonhe
is, would greatly appreciate
hearing these complaints from
your own lips and from no
other means. Dan will be happy
to hear from you.
Respectfully yours,
Bart Barton '69
Benny Michael '68

Dear Tom,
Too bad Mr. Levine missed
the point, or did he? We have
——
to give him credit, after all he
—gfigftil, &m&m M^W
is a very keen observer. He is
jBBzTSSsBtk
right. We don't live in a com:
pletely White - Anglo - Saxon : Hr5.J5!ciS!LaSfiHJT!L:SI9!'
Protestant community.
--,** mm MS &*
But our poor Mr. Levine has
apparently lost his sense of
humor. I laughed, my roommate laughed and my friends
laughed because what "Charlie
Wop and the Spies" represents
is truth. It is an honest satirical
look at the type of talent the C.
D. A. provides. But then again,
Mr. Levine, maybe you are
right by not laughing. Maybe
the only one laughing is the C.
D. A. They laugh at us, Mr.
Levine, because despite the criticism that dubious organization receives, they somehow
survive. So Mr. Levine, let's
just settle back as best we can
because this is Dance Weekend
'67 featuring "Charlie Wop and
the Spies."
This mudhole, located in front of Dorm 10, has become
Sincerely,
one of the numerous traditions on the Clemson campus.
John A. Woods
Student Senate action through "proper channels" has gotClass of 1968
ten no results in fire years. Why?

Perennial Problem

PEANUTS: Dog Tales With A Point
flection of the troubles of
millions of others. Schulz teaches a Sunday School class in
his church in Sebastopol, California, he states that he tries to
encourage his members to ask
questions and develop philosophies and present their views.
He says, "It's terrible to be
a beginner in anything and to
feel that you don't know enough
* * *
about the subject. Most people
That is how Charles Schulz, feel that way about the Bible.
creator of Peanuts, deals with I like a climate in which people
the weightier problems of life. are not afraid to ask even little
Maybe Snoopy figured it out questions."
when he tried to understand
And ask little questions,
the little bug's life without at- Charles Schulz does. He bemospheric testing, strikes, in- lieves that if you do not ask or
come tax, and the like. "All he say anything in a cartoon, you
has to worry about is eating might as well not draw at all.
and getting stepped on. That^s "Humor which does not say
the secret... Reduce your worries anything is useless," he conto a minimum."
tends. "Arf, arf, arf," barks
When Schulz was asked Snoopy. Then he decides, "I'd
whether or not he portrayed his better keep quiet...there's no
own childhood in his cartoons, sense in doing a lot of barking
he answered that this could be if you don't really have anytrue, but that it was also a re- thing to say."

By MARION ALDRIDGE
Tiger Columnist
Plate 1: Charlie Brown: It's
a beautiful little tree, isn't it?
Plate 2: Linus: Yes, it is...
Plate 3: Charlie Brown: It's
a shame that we won't be
around to see it when it's fully
grown.
Plate 4: Linus: Why? Where
are we going?

Schulz questions the reports
that say the American public
wants literature which is either
low or degrading. He believes
that the public seems to be looking for something worthwhile,
something meaningful, and
something pure. He demonstrated his point by publishing Happiness Is a Warm Puppy, which immediately sold a
million copies.
Maybe he's got something
there.

* * *

Plate 1: Shermy: I've got this
whole Santa Claus bit licked,
Charlie Brown.
Plate 2: Shermy: If there is a
Santa Claus, he's going to be
too nice not to bring me anything for Christmas no matter
how I act...right? RIGHT!
Plate 3: Shermy: And if there
ISN'T any Santa Claus, then
I haven't really lost anything!
Right?
Plate 4: Charlie Brown:
WRONG, but I don't know
where!

HILLSIDE

CHARLES HILL
Associate Editor

A bill currently being considered by the General Assembly would provide for compulsory education in South Carolina.
By itself, this fact is nothing to get excited
about. The same idea was considered by the past
four assemblies, and rejected.
But this year, at last, it looks as if the bill has
a better-than-average chance of getting passed.
South Carolina's governmental leaders, with
the exception of a select and immovable few, have
apparently matured enough to realize the desperate educational plight of our state and are ready
to end their reactionary experiment with noncompulsory learning.
Governor Robert McNair went so far as to
say he would "push hard" for an "effective" attendance law. Greenville Representative Rex
Carter went a half-step farther toward getting
off the fence: he indicated he had no fear of the
word "compulsory."
Perhaps a capsule history of compulsory education in South Carolina would be helpful here.
From 1915 to 1955, this state had a compulsory
school attendance law. Very fine. Of course, it
was rarely enforced, but it looked good on the
books.
Then came 1954 and the Supreme Court desegregation decision. South Carolina's legislators,
seeing the handwriting on the wall, acted to "protect" our state and our "way of life." The compulsory attendance law was repealed.
For let there be no mistake: South Carolina
does not have compulsory education today because our lawmakers feared that Negro children
would be forced* by Federal amplification of
South Carolina law, to attend school with white
children. This was the reason—the only reason—
for repeal of the law.
Of course, it may not have sounded that way
at the time. For instead of confessing their real
motives, South Carolinians and their representatives argued for the "right to ignorance." Citizens had the right to worship, to vote, to own
property, they reasoned. Why shouldn't they
have the right to ignorance?
Such oratory, of course, was only so much hot
air in the breeze.
What is the current status of compulsory education around the nation? Before 1955, all fifty
states had some type of compulsory attendance
law, which would seem to indicate a general consensus on the part of the nation's population that
such a program is beneficial.
But in 1955, South Carolina was joined by that
other bastion of Confederate society, the sovereign state of Mississippi, in repealing its attendance law. Virginia repealed its similar law in
1959, but later adopted a local option making compulsory attendance possible on a district basis.
Thus South Carolina and Mississippi are the
only states in the nation today without compulsory attendance laws. It is more than coincidence
that these two states also rank at the bottom of
the nation's education scale, in almost any set of
statistics you would like to choose.
In the 1960 census, South Carolina ranked fiftieth in the nation in median number of school
years completed by persons twenty-five years old
and over, lagging the national average by twenty
years.
In 1964-65, South Carolina ranked fiftieth in
the nation in high school graduates as a per cent
of ninth graders in 1961-62, with but 57.9 per cent
graduating.
South Carolina's position in per cent of pupils
who graduated twelve years after enrolling in the
first grade is forty-ninth in the nation. You
guessed it—Mississippi is fiftieth. Thus is the origin of the expression, common in South Carolina
educational circles, "Thank God for Mississippi!"
The current pillar of non-compulsory education in this state is the segregationist Speaker of
the House, Sol Blatt. Even Blatt admits that the
law will probably pass this year. After all, almost
12,000 Negro children are attending school with
Whites in South Carolina this year, and there will
be more next year.
Dr. William B. Royster, runner-up for State
Superintendent of Education, stated the problem
succinctly.
"There is a compulsory age at which one is
considered mature enough to drive, or to drink,
or to marry," Royster commented. "But to prepare oneself for society, we leave it to the individual. There is no minimum age at which one
can commit economic suicide."
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From Textile Executive
To President Of Clemson
By DAN BIGGERSTAFF
Louise Odom did attract his
Tiger Staff Writer
attention! On May 30, 1935,
"Extra! Extra! Read all about they became man and wife. In
it!" Nation sinks Further Into June of the following year there
Depression! If these had not was a very welcomed addition
been the headlines of news- to the family, R. C. Edwards,
papers across the country when Jr.; four years later they had
Bob Edwards was considering their second child, a baby girlentering college, perhaps he Nancy Louise.
would not now be the president
Mr. Edwards' industrial caof a growing university.
He had aspired to become a reer was interrupted from 1942
medical doctor, but because of until 1946 when he was called
financial reasons he couldn't. to serve during World War II.
In 1929 after completing the
He began with the Quarter10th grade in high school at
Fountain Inn, S. C, Robert master Corps at Fort Meade,
Cook Edwards won an aca- Mo. and culminated his service
demic scholarship to Clemson with a promotion to major and
in either textiles or agriculture. an assignment to the General
Staff Corps. Here he was DiHe chose textiles.
He entered Clemson at an rector of the Distribution Diage—15—when many of us are vision, being responsible for
just finding out that the oppo- the staff supervision of supply
site sex "really isn't all that services of the United States
bad." He played football his Army's seven technical services
first year and for the succeed- in the states of Maryland, Viring three years applied him- ginia, and Pennsylvania.
self to the unheralded chores
of a student football manager.
IN HIS DAYS, "rat season"
was for a long 9 months; and
along with normal rat duties
came hazing which has since
been outdated.
President Edwards commented that "I would not trade that
experience for anything; neither would I go through that
again for anything." As for the
female situation at that time at
Clemson, there wasn't any.
Clemson men ventured to many
of the same schools on the
weekends that they do now.
If we travel back to the year
1933, the year of Bob Edwards'
graduation, we will find the following in that year's edition of
Taps:
ROBERT COOK EDWARDS
"Smokey"
Fountain Inn, South Carolina
Weaving and Design
"Determination makes
dreams come true"
Private; Corpora; Sergeant;
First Lieutenant; Freshman,
Football, 129, Manager, '30;
Assistant Manager, Varsity
Football, '31; Manager, '32;
Block "C" Club, '32; Phi Psi
Fraternity, '33; Rifle Marksman, R. O. T. C, Fort Mc
Clennan, Alabama; Laurens
County Club, '29, '30.
Upon graduation from Clemson, he began his work in the
textile industry as a supervisor
of the quality control laboratory of the Dunean Mill, Greenville, S. C, of J. P. Stevens
and Company, Inc. For the
next few years he held jobs of
ever-increasing responsibility
in the textile industry.
While working in Red
Springs, N. C, Bob Edwards
saw a young lady who attracted his attention. Indeed Miss

Dr. Bob, Clemson University President, once had aspirations of being a medical
doctor.
After the war he returned to
civilian life and became plant
manager of the Abbeville Mills
Corporation of Deering-Milliken. The apex of his industrial
career came when he advanced
to the position of treasurer and
general manager of the Abbeville group of Deering-Milliken,
including six plants.
Bob Edwards has been not
only a leader in industry, but
also in the community. He has
been a Master Mason since
1936 and a Shriner since 1940.
He has also been active in the
lions International since 1946;
President, Abbeville (S. C.)
Club; Deputy District Governor (two years); Cabinet Secretary-Treasurer (one year);
Privileged Member, Clemson
Club.

KAY'S SHOP

development. His determination while holding this office
prevented unnecessary enroachment of Clemson lands
by waters of the Hartwell Reservoir.
In June of 1958, Dr. Robert
Franklin Poole, the first Clemson Alumnus to head the institution, died suddenly, and
Bob Edwards became acting
President.

By DENNIS BOLT
Tiger Staff Writer
Richard Goodwin, former
aide to President John Kennedy, charged last weekend that
efforts by the United States to
reach a settlement in Vietnam
have been "slowed down to an
almost glacial pace."
Goodwin appeared on a panel discussion with two special
consultants to President Johnson, Walter Rostow and John
Roche, before an audience of
student editors at the United
States Student Press Association College Editors Conference
in Washington, D. C.

Within a year {he Board of
Trustees recognized his outstanding capabilities by electing his President—the second
Clemson alumnus to hold that
office. In 1959 he was awarded the Honorary Doctor of
Laws degree from The Citadel
and in the following year a
similar degree from Wofford
College.
Perhaps the greatest test of
Bob
Edwards' capabilities
came in 1963 when the first
Negro student was admitted to
Clemson.
Would there be a repeat of
Eighteen year old Shelley Emerson from St. Petersburg,
what had just happened on a
Fla., was elected best dressed coed by her fellow coeds.
university campus in Oxford,
Her activities include golf, water skiing, tennis, and
Mississippi?
freshman cheerleading. On her election Shelley said, "It is
Bob Edwards said "no!"
a great honor to think that the other coeds think enough of
He was determined that the
me to choose me as best dressed coed." (Chronicle photo by
laws would be complied with
Paul Levine)
to their fullest without intervention or support from the naexample is The Outstanding
tional government as had been if you have ever met her.
But men, don't get your hopes Civilian Award which he renecessary in Oxford.
Careful planning and hard up too high. Nancy is now Mrs. ceived last semester in behalf
work resulted in something William J. Reid and has a son of the Commanding General,
Third U. S. Army.
which shocked many people. and daughter.
There was no violence! Since
And he has very definite ideas
From student manager of the
that time intergration at Clem- Tiger football team to President about the unpardonable sin:
son has been quietly and easily of Clemson within twenty-five
"To have a Clemson gradcarried out.
years—quite an accomplish- uate discover, after having
ment!
completed the requirements for
"BUT DAD, I don't want to
Bob Edwards' capable lead- a degree, that he or she couldn't
go to Clemson." These words
came from R. C. Edwards, Jr. ership has not only contributed compete with graduates of other
He graduated from Duke Uni- to education but also to many institutions of higher learning
civic and military fields as has in the realms of further study
versity (in 1958).
been exemplified by the many and the industrial and business
He too aspired to become a awards which he has received worlds is my concept of the unmedical doctor, but his "better as a result of his work. An pardonable sin."
half" convinced him otherwise.
His wife was the daughter of a
doctor and did not want her
husband to pursue that field.
He agreed and is now a success in the business world. He
and his wife have given Dr.
and Mrs. Edwards four granddaughters.

Best Dressed Coed

The mostimportantquestion,
Goodwin said, is whether the
administration is going to pursue a course of "military victory" or try to negotiate an effective peace settlement.
In an informal poll of the
150 member audience, the student journalists voted 2 to 1
against the Johnson Administration's foreign policy in
Vietnam. About 450 editors attended the conference—four
from Clemson — and the remainder were in other conferences.
GOODWIN SAID that there
has been no peace settlement
because of the Administration's
failure to carry out three key
conditions. He charged first
that U. S. efforts have been
half-hearted and that the U.
S. has not prepared a plan of
action to initiate if the war
should cease. The U. S. will
be "trapped into negotiations
which can be very damaging
to us," he said, "if we lack a
concrete plan for settlement."
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STAMP OUT YOUNG LOVE
It happens every day. A young man goes off to college,
leaving his home town sweetheart with vows of eternal
love, and then he finds that he has outgrown her. What, in
such cases, is the honorable thing to do?
Well sir, you can do what Crunch Sigafoos did.

654-4321

Old Clemson-Greenville Hwy. No. 93

*S£S

When Crunch left his home in Cut and Shoot, Pa., to go
off to a prominent midwestern university ("Florida State)
he said to his sweetheart, a wholesome country lass named
Mildred Bovine, "My dear, though I am far away in college, I will love you always. I take a mighty oath I will
never look at another girl. If I do, may my eyeballs parch
and wither, may my viscera writhe like adders, may my
ever-press slacks go baggy!"
Then he clutched Mildred to his bosom, flicked some
hayseed from her hair, planted a final kiss upon her fra-1
grant young skull, and went away, meaning with all his
heart to be faithful.
But on the very first day of college he met a coed named
Irmgard Champerty who was studded with culture like a
ham with cloves. She knew verbatim the complete works
of Franz Kafka, she sang solos in stereo, she wore a black
leather jacket with an original Goya on the back.
Well sir, Crunch took one look and his jaw dropped and
his nostrils pulsed like a bellows and his kneecaps turned
to sorghum. Never had he beheld such sophistication, such
intellect, such savoir faire. Not, mind you, that Crunch
was a dolt. He was, to be sure, a country boy, but he had a
head on his shoulders, believe you me! Take, for instance,
his choice of razor blades. Crunch always shaved with
Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades, and if that doesn't
show good sense, I am Rex the Wonder Horse. No other
blade shaves you so comfortably so often. No other blade
brings you such facial felicity, such epidermal elan.
Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades take the travail out
of shaving, scrap the scrape, negate the nick, peel the pull,
oust the ouch. Furthermore, Personnas are available both
in double-edge style and in injector style. If you're smart
—and I'm sure you are, or how'd you get out of high school
—you'll get a pack of Personnas before another sun has set.
But I digress. Crunch, as we have seen, was instantly
smitten with Irmgard Champerty. All day he followed her
around campus and listened to her talk about Franz Kafka
and like that, and then be went back to his dormitory and
found this letter from his home town sweetheart Mildred:
Dear Crunch:
Us kids had a keen time yesterday. We went down to
the pond and caught some frogs. I caught the most of
anybody. Then we hitched rides on trucks and did lots
of nutsy stuff like that. Well, I must close noiv because I
got to ivhitewash the fence.
Your friend,
Mildred
RS
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WHILE THE SELECTIONS ARE STILL COMPLETE

INSTAMATIC CAMERA

John Roche answered Mungo's charge by saying, "Use
your rhetorical argument, but
for God's sake, do your homework. "

He charged that today's colPresidential advisor Rostow lege generation is on a quest
was cautious in answering of "selective literacy" evident
Goodwin's charges. Rostow from their lack of information
said that he had "never seen a on the war.
time when more people were
working more imaginatively"
Rostow added to Roche's
for arranging a settlement of the charges against the protesting
war. He added, however, that generation by saying that those
he could not discuss specific ne- furthest from the event "are
gotiations, because it is a "bad the most philosophical."
time."
"Those who really underRostow said that our purpose stand what is at stake,"hesaid,
in Vietnam can be boiled down "are with us."
to the question "are we a people
Rostow concluded that "it will
whose words are good?" He toe a matter of pride that we
added that the U. S. is in Viet- have stood for those who are
nam to establish and maintain most in threat in this world."
self-determination for the South
The conference included
Vietnamese.
seven discussion sessions and
three keynote speakers, includROSTOW SADD that "the use ing Walter Lippman, nationalof external force across fron- ly-known journalist and Minnetiers must not succeed." He re- sota Senator Walter F. Monferred to the SEATO treaty dale.
which, he said, committed the
U. S. to aiding the South Vietnamese.
Goodwin refuted Rostow's
Dr. May Spencer Ringold,
reasoning. "We are not in Viet- associate professor of history
nam because we have a treaty at Clemson, is the author of a
or because we have a commit- new book, "The Role of State
ment," he said. The SEATO Legislatures in the Confedtreaty is a "justification" which eracy. "
came up when the U. S. was
Published by the University
"looking for a series of of Georgia Press, the work is a
reasons," he said.
study of the programs which
Ray Mungo, editor of the Confederate governors and
Boston University NEWS and general assemblies used in seekmoderator of the panel, ing to protect and maintain norcharged that the U. S. is the mal economic, social, and poonly country "which is being litical institutions during the
aggressive."
Civil War.
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ALSO, CHANCES ON AN

The third condition for securing an effective atmosphere
for negotiations is to stop the
bombing of North Vietnam
which, Goodwin said, has been
completely ineffective.
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College Editors Meeting
Hears Goodwin On Vietnam

Girls at Clemson?
Whoever heard of such nonsense? It hasn't been too many
years since these words were
common around the campus.
Now, we very definitely do have
the fairer sex as an integral
part of this growing university.
Did you know that the Edwards' daughter, Nancy,
earned a degree here?
Not only did she earn a deHIS HEART was never far
from Clemson. In 1956 Bob gree here, but also she was
Edwards returned to his Alma crowned Miss Tigerama for
Mater as the vice president for 1959-1960 for obvious reasons
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Come see how you fit in with the company that gives your career all the room
in the world to grow.
Come have a close look at Humble —the company that provides more
petroleum energy to this nation than any other oil company — the one that's
literally No. 1 — America's Leading Energy Company!
Let us tell you about the specific opportunities we have for you. Humble
and its affiliated companies offer a variety of rewarding careers to scientists
and chemical, mechanical, petroleum, electrical and civil engineers at all
degree levels. Our activities include oil and gas exploration, production,
manufacturing, transportation and marketing — and the management of all
these. In addition, our affiliates are engaged in research covering the entire
field of petrochemicals and other petroleum products and processes.
You can always take a smaller job. But only now ... at the start of your work
in industry... are there so many opportunities for a lifetime career with No. 1.
Why not try us on for size — make a date with your placement office for an

" HUMBLE

OIL & REFINING COMPANY. . .THE PEOPLE WHO "PUT A TIGER IN YOUR TANK«1"
A PLANS FOR PROGRESS COMPANY AND AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

/ know how to ride backwards on my skateboard.

Well sir, Crunch thought about Mildred and then he
thought about Irmgard and then a great sadness fell upon
him. Suddenly he knew he had outgrown young, innocent
Mildred; his heart now belonged to smart, sophisticated
Irmgard.
Being above all things honorabls, he returned forthwith to Cut and Shoot, Pa., and looked Mildred straight in
the eye and said manlily, "I do not love you any more. I
love another. You can hit me in the stomach all your might
if you want to!'
"That's okay, hey!' said Mildred amiably. "I don't love
you neither. I found a new boy!'
"What is his name?" asked Crunch.
"Franz Kafka!' said Mildred.
"I hope you will be very happy!' said Crunch and shook
Mildred's hand and they have remained good friends to
this day. In fact, Crunch and Irmgard often double-date
with Franz and Mildred and have barrels of fun. Franz
knows how to ride backwards on his skateboard one-legged.
*

*

*

©l'«7,Max Shulman

So you see, all's well that ends well—including a shave
with Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades and
Personna's partner in luxury shaving—Burma-Shave. It
comes in menthol or regular; it soaks rings around any
o her lather.

Tiger Baseball, 1967, Will Be 'Dodger-Style9
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By KEITH LOVE
Sports Editor

Meet Bob Jones, a real nice guy.
Bob Jones is a 1930 graduate of Clemson, a
former Tiger football end, former boxing coach,
former golf coach, former freshman football coach,
and now defensive end coach at his alma mater.
Jones is asked to lecture at football banquets
every year, is widely known in the gridiron world,
is a family man with three grandchildren, and is
a retired Major General of the U.S. Army, wounded three times in World War II.
But knowing Bob Jones without these fine references is still a pleasure. He is just that nice.
And his background is fascinating.
Jones came to Clemson in 1926 or thereabouts,
a strong, gangling boy from Starr, S. C, a little
metropolis about 10 miles from Anderson.
At Starr High School Jones never carried a
football, or scored a touchdown. Starr didn't have
a football team. But it did have basketball and
baseball, and in these sports Bob Jones discovered
he was an athlete.
Coming to Clemson, Jones continued his basketball career, lettering three years for the Tigers.
That was a long time ago. Clemson didn't even
have the present, tiny, Field House that the Little John Coliseum is replacing.
In 1926, Jones discovered the game of football,
a sport that was to put Clemson on the map in
future years. Jones lettered three years as an end
who "liked to get out there and mix it up."
In 1930 Jones was named to the All-South Atlantic football squad, and after graduating, joined
the Clemson coaching staff, then headed by Jess
Neely.

By SAM COPELAND
Tiger Sports Writer
The Clemson Tiger baseball
team began practice last week
in preparation for their upcoming season. The Tigers will
once again open their season
at home as they host Kentucky
in a weekend series on March
17 and 18.
This series begins a long
home stand for the Tigers, who
will play a thirty-two game
schedule this year. They will
play their first eleven and fourteten out of their fifteen games at
home.
Coach Bill Wilhelm summed
up his expectations for the coming season in the following way,
"It will sure be a challenge for
us this year. We will not have
a power ball club like the one
that we had last year. The
team lost five veterans last year
who played a total of 13 years
for Clemson.
Wilhelm then paused a minute
to instruct his team and then returned to add, "We will have to
play the Dodgers' brand of
baseball in that we will have to
steal, hit and run, and bunt a
great deal. This is a real good
park to hit in because the fences
are so short, but we know we
can't hit the long ball so we
aren't going up there and swing
for the fence. This year the
Tigers are going to rely on defense and good pitching even
more than in the past."
The Tigers were hit heavily
by graduation last year, and
as a result they lost five starters. They are first baseman Ellis Dantzler, shortstop Jackie
McCall, third baseman Lawton
Cowart, and outfielders Tommy Pack and George Sutton, all
of whom hit .300 and of the five
only Pack failed to make the
all conference team.
Starters, who are returning
from last year's team are second baseman Rusty Adkins,
catcher Eddie Barbary, outfielder Keith Waters, and pitchers Charlie Watson and Bill
Parmer.
Coach Wilhelm said that he
had a fine group of boys who
are capable of filling the vacancies created by graduation.
"We will have Ron Zupa to fill

Since then Bob Jones has molded the lives of
many Clemson men, most of them athletes, but
not all, and he has enjoyed every minute of it.
Like most assistant coaches, Bob Jones works
year by year in obscurity. You never hear much
about him. But he is still a nice guy to know.
• * * *
Congratulations Shelley!

Waters

in the hole left by Dantzler at
first and Buster Smith and Mike
McCall, JackieMcCall'syounger brother, will fill the gaps
at shortstop and third. John
is also a candidate for the shortstop position and I am hoping
that Gary Helms will be able
to play," stated the Tiger base-.
ball coach.
Keith Waters is the only man
returning in the outfield so we
will have to find two more boys
to flank him from his centerfield position. Among those
boys who are trying for the two
vacancies are Jimmy Bradley,
who is a junior college transfer, Howard Sharman, and Val
Johnson, who was a pitcher
for last year's freshman team.
Coach Wilhelm also added
that the Tigers would be strongest in the pitching department.

all. I had them last year, and
when we played North Carolina
at Chapel Hill, I wondered
where they were. We lost 6-1
and didn't score until two were
down in the ninth. I will pitch
just as I did last year—I will
try to keep the opponents from
scoring as best I can."
Bill Parmer, another veteran
Tiger moundsman, felt the
same way about it "Sure it is
nice to have power, but sometimes I too wonder where they
are. This year I'll just go out
there, throw hard, and try to
keep our opposition from scoring."
First baseman Ron Zupa,
who played alternately behind
Ellis Dantzler last year said,
"We will be better than most
people think. Maybe the reason
that no one thinks that we will
have anything this year is because last year's team was so
great, no one gives this team a
chance to win. We are really
going out to win this year."
The spirit and optimism on
the Clemson baseball team is
very high, and it will be up to
the players as to how well Clemson wul fair on the diamond
this season.

anyone thinks we'll \fc. We are
going to have to play more as
a team this year."
When second baseman Rusty
Adkins came in to bat he said
that it will be a while but that
the Tigers will be all right.
Adkins told The Tiger, "It will
take a while for me and the
shortstop to get together on our
double play combination, but
I know that we can work it
out."
Keith Waters, the Tigers' sensational outfielder, put it this
way. "Sure we will have new
guys in the lineup this year, bu<
after we have played together
a few times, we will begin to play
like a team."
Charlie Watson, Clemson's
ace pitcher, doesn't feel that
the loss of power will hurt Clemson too much. Watson said, "So
what if you score 12 runs, what
if the other scores 15. Well then
you lose. I still think that pitching is the name of the game.'
When asked if he would change
his style of pitching, Watson replied, "No, I won't. Iknowthat
I will nothave the power to back
me up when I go out to pitch a
game. This won't affect me at

Cindermen Vie In Relays

Barbary
"We have our top two pitchers
from lastyearcomingbackand
there are some other fine reserve pitchers returning from
last year. The Tigers will have
eleven pitchers on this year's
staff. The pitchers are Charlie
Watson, Bill Parmer, Pete
Myers, Bob Lowell, Bill James,
Nelson Gibson, Earl Cohen,
Ed Lodgeck, Larry Whitfield,
Bill Johnson, and Val Johnson. The first four are seniors,
the next five are juniors, and
the last two are sophomores.
"We will have to look to our
pitchers in more than one way
this year," stated Coach Wilhelm. "Watson is capable of
playing the outfield and he can
hit the ball well. In addition
Pete Myers is a good man to
have at the plate, and he can
also play first base if we need
him. LuVall Johnson is already
ibeginning to look like an out-'
fielder and I believe that he will
make a fine defensive outfielder."
All of the players seem optimistic about the upcoming
season, and some of the veterans took time during practice to tell The Tiger their views
on the season. Catcher Eddie
Barbary, gave his comments
from inside the batting cage
'while he caught batting practice. The Tiger's catcher said,
"We will be better this year than

GRADUATING SENIORS
majoring in \
• ARCHITECTURE

Greene raced to a third place
finish. The Tiger 880 relay
team took fourth place as Richard Greene, Hunter Clarkson,
Charles Pitchford and Bill
Manos combined forces.
The shuttle hurdle relay team
wrapped up Clemson's honors
as Jim Hill, Chrispin Spencer,
Jim Taylor and Bill Manos
took fourth place.

The . fclemson University
track team returned from the
VMI Winter Relays with several
fine finishes to its credit. Greg
Benz placed second in the shot
put with a heave of 51-5%,
and Mike Digeorgio finished
further back in fifth place.
Clemson's relay teams placed
well in their individual competition. The twb mile relay squad
composed off Bruce Lowry,
Tom MurrelL Marion Miller,
and Paul Kozma grabbed second.
In the mile relay Hunter
Clarkson, Lynnwood O'Cain,
Bob Tindall and Richard

Clemson travels to Chapel
Hill this weekend to participate
in a four way meet. Other teams
will be UNC, USC, and Duke.
The meet should be fairly even
with UNC perhaps holding a
slight edge.

Cubs Grab
Two Wins
Jim Brennan'8 Cub quintet
enjoyed a successful week as
they took two victories and
evened their record at 5-5.
Last Saturday night the Cubs
squeaked outan81-80winover
NGJC and in so doing avenged
an earlier loss to them. Mike
Faer led Cub scorers with 23
points and George Zatezalo
added 20. Welch did a fine job
of rebounding.
On Tuesday the Tigers turned
back USC's Biddies 80-59 in a
preliminary to the varsity
match. Zatezalo pumped in 26
points to lead all scorers. Welch
added 18 and Faer contributed
17 to the winning effort. The
Cubs started slow but near the
end of the game opened up a
wide margin enabling Brennan
to clear his bench.

Adkins

Fencers Vie
In Tourney
The Fencing Club will leave
for Duke today at 1:00 p.m. to
participate in the Triangle
Complex Fencing Tournament
involving Duke, Clemson, U
N. C, V. M. I., and the University of Virginia.
Coached by Dr. Hal Cooledge, who is assisted by Anders
Kaufman, the club has experienced several years of excellent
intercollegiate fencing. Last
year the Tigers placed second in
the Southern Division of the A.
F. L. A., winning six while losing only to Duke by a score of
14 to 13.
Also, the Tigers placed fifteenth in the N. C. A. A. meet
in which schools from all over
the nation competed.
Though many members lack
competitive experience, the
Club expects to do well again
this year.

Varsit;y Basketball Stats
P-S

Name and Position
Jim Sutherland, G, Sr.
Clemson, S. C.
Handy Mahaffey, C, Sr.
LaGrange, Ga.
Ken Gardner, F, Sr.
CollinBswood, N. J.
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Fra

Pet.

Ftm

18-18
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(308) .441

(S)

18-18

109

209 (522)

72

145

74

Fta

Pet.

Sm

90 (wo) (l8l)
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81

4.5

51

Dijq Pts.
3
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Avr.

(353)
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290

16.1

@>

.787

90

108

6.0

54

1

224

12.4

140

7.8

45

2

202

11.2

18-17

75

18-16

67

149

.450

68

105

.648

119

Joe Ayoob, G, Sr.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

94

Avt.

135

(lOj) .673

Richie Mahaffey, F, So.
LaGrange. Ga.

.517

Rebs.

18-18

38

103

.350

34

43

.791

76

83

4.6

52

4

106

5.9

Walt Ayers, F, Sr.
Turtle Creek, Pa.

17-3

34

69

.493

29

51

.569

57

24

1.4

30

0

97

5.7

Hank Channell, F, Sr.
Warner Robins, Ga.

17-0

25

43

.581

11

18

.611

25

26

1.5

13

0

61

3.6

Dick Thomas, G, So.
Warren, Ohio

2-0

1

3

.333

3

4

.750

3

0

0.0

1

0

5

2.5

Jack Swails, F, So.
Kingstree, S. C.

2-0

1

2

.500

0

0

.000

1

0

0.0

1

0

2

1.0

Trip Jones, F, So.
Great Falls, S. C.

5-0

2

9

.222

0

4

.000

11

8

1.6

4

0

4

0.8

Curt Eckard, C, So.
Hildebran, N. C.

8-0

2

6

.333

0

0

.000

4

5

0.6

9

0

4

0.5

Denny Danko, G, So.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

8-0

0

2

.000

4

9

.444

7

1

0.1

2

0

4

0.5

Alan Goldfarb, G, So.
Miami Beach, Fla.

11-0

0

1

.000

3

5

.600

3

3

0.3

5

0

3

0.3

Dave Demsey, G, So.
West Homestead, Pa.

7-0

1.

2

.500

0

0

.000

1

2

0.3

1

0

2

0.3

123

6.8

Team
CLEMSON TOTALS

18

489

1051

.465

379

530

.715

713

752

41.8

338

15

1357

75.4

OPPONENTS' TOTALS

18

484

1128

.429

319

437

.729

762

723

40.2

395

19

1287

71.5

• CHEMISTRY
• ENGINEERING

For TIGER -rrific Service

Beat Wake !

• LIBERAL ARTS
• MEDICAL
TECHNOLOGY
• NURSING
are invited to meet with our representative
on campus
FEBRUARY 20
Contact your Placement Office for appointment
City of Detroit — Civil Service Commission

In Insurance
and
Real Estate
Needs

When you
can't afford
to be dull

j£,ove

Q7)vent
IN

DOWNTOWN CLEMSON

LOOK STUDENTS Special Prices on
Valentine Candy

Tablets or new Chewable Mints

WALLACE

That's how much you have coming back on the NoDoz you
bought for the mid-year exams. Just mail us the front pane) or
label from any size package of NoDoz* with this coupon. And
we'll mail you a quarter (250 in return. But hurry. Offer ends
Feb. 28. No refunds after March 7, 1967. Mail coupon today!

NameAddressCity

-State-Zip CodeOffer void without this coupon.

ttratora tc. htilman rampua abop
downtown clemson

Anyone can

GOOF.

With Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper, you
can erase that goof without a trace.
Not a telltale smudge remains. A special surface permits quick and easy erasing with an ordinary pencil
eraser. For perfect papers every time, get Corrasable.
In light, medium, heavy weights and Onion Skin. In
handy 100-sheet packets and 500-sheet ream boxes.
At Stationery Departments.

Beautifully decorated boxes of all kinds
SWEETHEART DISH
1

Bristol-Myers/Grove Division, P.O. Box 4808, Clinton, Iowa 52732
•Enclosed is (check one): D Wrap per from NoDoz Mints, or D Front
panel from package of 15 or 36 NoDoz Tablets, or D Front label
from bottle of 60 NoDoz Tablets.
Please return 25 cents'(one quarter) to:

Clemson's Sailing Club has
joined the South Atlantic Intercollegiate Sailing Association and has become Clemson's
newest intercollegiate sport.
The purpose of the club is to
form a sailing team and to teach
beginners the art of sailing. The
club members give instructions
and hold races among them- f
selves at the Y. M. C. A. recreation area on many after-!
noons.
This spring the team will enter at least three regattas. The
debut of the Sailing team will
be March 18th against conference favorite U. S. C. at
Columbia.
On April lstand2ndtheteam
will be at Charleston for a six 1
team regatta. Clemson will host
the A. C. C. championships on
April 22nd and 23rd.
The Sailing Club extends an
invitation to all Clemson students and faculty to attend the
meeting on Feb. 15 at 6 p.m.
on the third floor of Tillman
Hall. A film concerning the
last America's Cup Races will
be shown.

201 College Ave.

Harper's 5&10

NoDoz keep alert tablets or new
chewable mints, safe as coffee,
help bring you back to your
mental best... help you become
more alert to the people
and conditions around you
Non-habit forming.

Sailing

sale

STERLING SILVER

sharpen your wits
with NoDoz

DON'T
FORGET
YOUR
QUARTER

HIGHEST STANDARDS
OF PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

Ron Welch, the Cub's 6-7
center, is pumping in 15.8
points per game and leads in
field goal percentage with a
51.3 mark. More impressive
though are his rebounding statistics — having pulled down
173 for the season or 17.3 a
game. Against USC he had 21
to his credit.
Forward Ed Holland is
throwing in 13.1 per match and
playing fine defensive ball.
The Cubs still are short pointwise for the season as they are
hitting 39.9 percent for 74.9
points. Defensively they are allowing 76.1 points on 44.8
percent.
Three games are scheduled
for the next four days. Tomorrow night they host Davidson's
frosh at 6. On Monday night
they travel to Athens, Ga. to
face the Bullpups and then
Tuesday night return home to
welcome Anderson College in a
preliminary to the varsity
game.

winter clearance

See Patterson Realtors
& Insurance
GIVE A

Individual statistics show
Zatezalo continues to lead Cub
scorers with a 20.2 average.
He also is hitting 82.8 percent
of his free throws and continues
to be a fine playmaker.
Mike Faer, the other starting
guard, continues his mastery
at the foul line having hit 41
of 43 for 95 percent. He also
is averaging 13.2 points aeontest.
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$14.95 As advertised In The New Yorker
We're old-fashioned . , . when it comes to quality and
sentiment. Your gift embodies the best of both when
you select this sterling bonbon dish by Wallace.

WE WRAP FOR MAILING AT NO EXTRA COST

*

f J> *

•PL

*M****e Jf&:

COMPLETE SELECTION OF

CARDS AND STUFFED ANIMALS
FOR VALENTINE GIFTS

rrPEwmaf,

COME TO SEE US EARLY

CLEMSON JEWELERS
The Country Gentleman's Jewelers

Remember: Harper's
Sells For Less

Only Eaton makes Corrasable.
EATON PAPER CORPORATION, PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

Clemson Boxing — An Extinct Sport
With A Coach And Proud Memories

\

By KEITH LOVE
Sports Editor
Ever hear of a guy named
Ripper Murray? How about
Harvey Ferguson? Well, try
Russell Dorn. None of them
ring a bell? Probably not. These
names and their stormy careers
represent the only sport to ever
become .extinct at Clemson—
boxing.
The sole reminders of this
once glorious and manly art in
Tiger town are a few pictures
down at Dan's, a few more pictures over in the Field House
lobby, and the man who made
boxing atop attraction at Clemson—Coach Bob Jones, now
defensive end coach for the football team.
Coach Jones handled Tiger
fighters for eight years and
during that time turned out one
champion after another while
making Clemson one of the
most feared boxing powers in
the South.
Boxing ended, probably forever, at Clemson in 1947, the
year after Jones had returned
from World War II, a thrice
wounded veteran of many
European clashes.
Why did boxing suddenly disappear from the Clemson athletic program? For the same
reason it vanished from colleges throughout the nation—
the GI Bill of Rights. Jones explains it this way:

i ones
"After World War II, the GI
Bill of Rights was signed, allowing war veterans to receive
financial assistance if they desired to go to college. It was a
tremendous document for obvious reasons, but it spelled the
death of boxing as an intercollegiate sport
"Once these GI's began to join
other students on the college
campuses, many entered the
athletic programs. While it may
have helped some sports, we in
the coaching profession soon
realized that some of these war
veterans were men playing side
by side with boys. For boxing
it spelled disaster. We had many
mismatches, cases of boys being hurt in the ring, and there
were also a couple of deaths.
"Many of the war vets had
boxed before they went into service, and of course numerous
men had become quite good at
the sport while in the service.
When paired with a college
amateur fighter, these guys
were dangerous, so dangerous
we hung up the gloves in '47."

The first Clemson boxing
coach that anyone can remember was a man named Joe
Guyon. Guyon had been an ailAmerican football player at
Carlisle and also at Georgia
Tech and came to Clemson in
1928 to assist in football and
handle the Tiger boxers.
Guyon was succeeded as ring
coach by Captain Pete Heffner,
who worked with the sport until
1934, the year Coach Jones assumed the duties.
"My best boxing teams,"
notes Jones, "were in 1938,
39, and 40. In 1938 we won the
old Southern Conference
championship, and we also
won the title in 1940. Wewould
have taken it easily in 1939,
but I dismissed Harvey Ferguson, one of our top fighters,
for breaking training rules.
"The greatest boxers I ever
coached were J. W. "Ripper"
Murray, and Russell Dorn.
Murray boxed for me three
years, and in his last year,
1938, he led us to the conference
crown, while being ranked as
the second best feather weight
in the country.
"The Ripper was one of two
boys I took to the National
Intercollegiate Boxing Tournament at Sacremento, California in 1938. He had his man
down in the final fight and was
on his way to becoming the national champion feather weight,
but slacked up and his opponent, Alperstein of Maryland, whipped him to take the
title.
"Dorn was the other fighter
I took to California, and he
lost to a boy named Wilkerson
of the University of Mississippi.
He lost only two fights in 1938,
one during the regular season
and that one in the National
Tournament.
"Another good fighter was
Ferguson, the boy I suspended
in 1939. Harvey was one of the
meanest men to ever put on a
pair of gloves. He was a clean
fighter, but he knew no fears
and from the time the fight started until the final bell, he gave
it all he had."
In 1941, with Jones away at
war, Walter Cox, now Vice President for Student Affairs at
Clemson, handled
Clemson
boxing for a year. The sporf
was then discontinued until
Jones returned in '47.
Also in 1947, Jones was elected Southern Boxing Commissioner, a post which placed
him over all boxing referees
and officials in the South. He
held the position, in addition to
coaching, for one year, and resigned when the sport was
dropped by most of the major
colleges.
"Back in those days," comments Jones, "we boxed three,
two-minute rounds with one
minute intermissions. We could
stop the fight anytime we wanted by throwing a towel in the
ring. Occasionally I had to stop
some of our fights, when a boy
would begin to get banged
around too hard.
"We used to have what we
called 'Field House Doubleheaders'. The basketball team
would play and afterwards, we
would set up the ring in the center of the court (where the Tiger
is painted now) and have our
boxing matches.
"The students were allowed to

I Attention
Varsity basebalfcoach Bill ;
iiiWUhelm/asks ,that 'all fresh- ■ i
| men interested in playing for j
| the Clemson Frosh, come to ;
| the field directly in front of i
I the Field House, Monday, i
I February 13.
Players are asked to bring j
| cleats, or tennis shoes, gloves
; i if available, and wear sweat j
1 clothes J Ellis iDantzler, last j
| year's Tiger first baseman, j
| will coach the freshmen this \
:<:< season.
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Tigers Maul USC Again;
Host Deacons Tomorrow

The Clemson Tigers after two USC and raised the team aver- Duke, second in the conference
consecutive ACC victories at- age to 46.5. They're scoring having lost only to UNC, detempt to avenge earlier losses 75.4 points while allowing feated the Tigers in Durham by
a score of 85-61. Coach Roberts
to two other conference foes. 7,1.5.
Jim Sutherland, on the year, will be looking for his first win
Having defeated N. C. State
80-60 on Saturday night and is averaging 19.6 now and is over the Blue* Dukes and ClemUSC 73-57 on Tuesday, the fourth in the ACC. He went 5 son will be seeking its first
Tigers host Wake Forest and for 6 from the foul line on Tues- Duke victory since the 1962
day and saw his percentage ACC tournament. Last season
•Duke in that order.
Last Saturday Clemson start- drop to 90—hitting on 81 out ■Clemson lost to Duke by one
point in the Cow Palace. Game
ed alow against the Wolfpack of 90.
Randy Mahaffey with two time for both contests will be 8.
but gathered momentum late
in the game to coast to their outstanding games is now hit- Closed circuit tv will once again
third conference win. Center ting 16.1 points and leads in be set up in the physics audiRandy Mahaffey led Clemson shooting with a 52.2 per- torium for the Duke encounter.
The Clemson swimming team with 25. Gardner contributed centage. He also has pulled
bounced back after two losses 15 and Sutherland pumped in down 148 rebounds and took Europair's Plans for Student!
the lead from his younger i
last weekend to defeat David- 13.
We are racing again at SeTuesday night the Tigers wel- brother,
bring with two Minis. Old
son's Wildcats on Tuesday. AfKen
Gardner
is
adding
12.4
Smoky is now feeling lonely
ter losing to Georgia 45-5 8 and comed USC and sent them
Alabama 39-65 Clemson out- home with a 73-57 loss. Once points a game with a 51.7 and is still in need of a good
swam Davidson 67-37. Ala- again Randy Mahaffey led percent and has 108 rebounds home; $195 for full pedigree
and title.
bama and Georgia are two of Clemson with 18 points and 13 to his credit.
For those in need of comRichie, the younger Mahafrebounds—11 in the second
the top teams in the SEC.
half. Ken Gardner hit for 17 fey, is contributing 11.2 points pany on Saturday night try
Against the Wildcats, Clem- points—he was 9 for 9 from the a contest and has grabbed 140 our recently acquired Sprite
Mark II '62, finished in bouson copped seven first place charity line and kept the Tiger rebounds.
finishes. In addition Moose margin at 10 in the last 5 minThis Saturday night the Tig- doir blue. Last owner now
and must sell; $735.
Skilton set a new varsity rec- utes.
ers welcome Wake Forest, who hasA family
rare opportunity to buy a
ord in the 1000 yard event.
Both games showed some fine defeated Clemson 90-80 two '58 buy-eye with new engine
Coach McHugh stated the play by Dave Demsey. He re- weeks ago. The deacons are and transmission. Because of
team is doing well in spite of placed Joe Ayoob when he was 4-2 in the conference and have heel marks on dash we are
the high quality of the compe- in foul trouble and made sev- the third leading scorer in Paul having to give it away for
Long with a 22.9 average. only $595.
tition. "The medlet relay team eral fine defensive plays.
On the season Clemson is now Wake lost to USClastweekend.
Your problems could be our
composed of Gaillard, CourtTuesday night Clemson hosts profits — Old Stone Church
ney, Reynolds and Pope have 12-6 and 4-4 in the conference.
been looking good. Reynolds is The team hit 52 percent against Coach v ic Bubas' Blue Devils Road, 654-3404.
performing well in the butterfly and Pope is swimming well
in the 100 yard freestyle. The
Who is your ideal date? Thousands use Central Control and its high-speed
team is working hard and is
always trying. They're a fine
computer for a live, flesh-and-blood answer to this question.
group of boys."
This coming weekend the
Your ideal date - such a person exists., of course.
swimmers play host to two
But how to get acquainted? Our Central Control computer
meets. Today at 4 the Tigers
processes 10,000 names an hour. How long would it take
welcome Wake Forest and toyou to meet and form an opinion of that many people?
morrow at 3 Duke will invade
the Clemson YMCA pool. Both
You will be matched with five ideally suited persons
opponents finished above
of the opposite sex, right in your own locale (or in any
Clemson in the ACC meet last
area of the U.S. you specify). Simply, send $3.00 to Central
year.
Control for your questionnaire. Each of the five will be
On Monday Clemson will
as perfectly matched with you in interests, outlook and
host arch-rival South Carolina.
background as computer science makes possible.
The Gamecocks have a very
Central Control is nationwide, but its programs are
strong team due to some strong
completely localized. Hundreds of thousands of vigorous
recruiting in recent years and
and alert subscribers, all sharing the desire to meet their
will offer stiff competition.
ideal dates, have found computer dating to be exciting and
highly acceptable.
All five of your ideal dates will be delightful. So
hurry and send your $3.00 for your questionnaire.

Swimmers
Whip Cats

'Ripper9 Murray
sit on the floor around the ring,
and during the fight no one was
allowed to say a word. If the
students yelled in the course of
the match, the fight could be
awarded to Clemson's opponents. Needless to say, those oneminute intermissions were solid
racket from start to finish."
How was boxing accepted
by the students? It was practically a major sport, and attracted nearly as much interest
as football. "We always filled
the gym when we had fights
scheduled," says Jones. "Of
course, back in the thirties boxing was popular throughoutthe
country."

TIMBER LANES
123 By-Pass — Seneca

CENTRAL CONTROL, Inc.

BOWLING HOURS

22 Park Avenue • Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Week Days — Open 4 P.M.
Sat.-lO A.M.
Son.-2 P.M.
Red Pin Sat. Night 9 P.M. — Bed Pin .Sun. All Day
Nighi and Sunday Rates: $.55/line
Day Rale Before 5 P.M.: 3 games $1.15/per*on

ATTENTION!!
MAY GRADUATES
Take Delivery NOW On A NEW
Plymouth, Valiant Or
Fabulous Chrysler "300"
STUDY IN
SOUTHERN FRANCE

-OR-

A University year In Aix-en-Provence under
the auspices of the University of Aix-Marseille (founded 1409).

EUROPEAN AREA STUDIES
FRENCH LANGUAGE
AND LITERATURE
HONORS PROGRAM

Choose From One Of The Souths
LARGEST SELECTIONS

(courses In French University exclusively)

ART AND ART HISTORY
SOCIAL SCIENCES
MEDITERRANEAN AREA STUDIES
Glasses in English and French satisfying
curriculum and credit requirements of over
280 American Colleges and Universities.
Students live in French homes. Total costs
equivalent to those at private universities
end collates in the United States.

"SEMESTER PROGRAM IN AVIGNON"
"SUMMER PROGRAM
IN AK-EN-PROVENCE"
Write:

INSTITUTE. FOR
AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES
(founded 1957)
2 bit, rue du Bon Peeteur
AIXENPROVENCE. TRANCE
Telephone: France (Code 91) 27.S2.39

Randy Outshines Burkholder

or (Code 91) 27.69.01

Of Guaranteed Late Model Used Cars

Westvaco...
part and parcel of
the huge growth
in data handling.

SPECIAL FINANCE & SALES PLANS
FOR

-CLEMSON MEN -

Growth industries look to Westvaco for leadership in
paper, packaging, building materials and chemicals.
ATTENTION GRADUATING SENIORS
A representative of Talon, Inc. will be on campus Wednesday, February'22, 196? for employment interviews. Corporation seeking Mechanical Engineers, Electrical Engineers, Industrial Engineers, and Graduating Seniors in the School of Textiles and Industrial Management for
training program in Production and Engineering. Training programs
conducted in corporate headquarters in Meadville, Pennsylvania and
Textile-Fastener Division located in Stanley, North Carolina. Future job
assignments could be in various plants located in Pennsylvania, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia and Mississippi. Tremendous opportunities due to growth, diversification and high retirement turnover.
For details, please check the University Placement Office, or contact
W. L. Gobert, Manager, Management Development, Talon, Inc., Meadville, Pennsylvania.

Want to grow with Westvaco? With over 20 locations
to choose from and openings for B.S., M.S. and Ph.D.
engineers and scientists; M.B.A.'s; business and
liberal arts majors, we've probably^got the career
combination you seek. Your Placement Office has more
detailed information and will arrange an interview with
a company representative. All students considered
regardless of draft status.
CAMPUS INTERVIEWING ON:

FEBRUARY 22

Bill
Ballentine Motors
— PLYMOUTH —

CHRYSLER • VALIANT • IMPERIAL

North Main Street

West Virginia
Pulp and Paper
2 30 Park Ave., New York, N.Y.IOOI7

Anderson, South Carolina
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Barn To Be Open
After Ball Game

Campus News Briefs

Reapportionment Talks
^

Occupy SCSSL Board
Re-apportionment, statewide
recognition, and better communication were topics of discussion at the Executive Board
meeting of the S. C. State Student Legislature this past Sunday.
The Executive Board, composed of the officers of the
SCSSL, met for the first time of
the 1967 term in the Student
Government room at Clemson
to lay plans for the year.
John Ellenburg, a Clemson
student and Governor of the
SCSSL, headed the two hour
session in which plans for the
Spring Session and Fall Session were discussed.
The Supreme Court of the
SCSSL had recently handed
down a decision calling for the
houses of the Student Legislature.
The Court gave the Legislature until the Spring Session
to devise a plan for re-apportionment.
The Executive Board, also,
decided that all bills to be presented at the Fall Session of
the Legislature should be
checked for constitutionality.
The Board will remeet the
fifth of March to outline further
plans.
ADMINISTRATION
FELLOWSHIPS OFFERED
Students interested in a ca-

Chronicle
Contests
The
Clemson University
CHRONICLE
announces
March 1, 1967, as the deadline
for the annual fiction- poetry
contest. Any member of the
Clemson
student body is
eligible to enter.
Fiction: All short story entries
must be typed double space on
standard typing paper and
mailed to CHRONICLE Fiction Contest, Box 2186, Clemson University. The manuscripts should appear with only
the title, the name of the author
appearing neither on the manuscript or on the mailing envelope. In a standard business
envelope the author should
print his name, the title of his
work, his local address and telephone number, and his class.
This envelope should be placed
sealed inside the mailing envelope with the manuscript.
Other entries will be disregarded.
Poetry: Manuscripts should
be one page in length, no more
than two pages, and entered in
the same manner as fiction.
Mail to CHRONICLE Poetry
Contest.
Authors are limited to one
fiction and/or two poems.
Winners will be contacted.
First place entry will receive
$15, along with immediate publication in the CHRONICLE.
Second and third place entries
receive $5 and subsequent publication.
Judging will be by members
of the English faculty of Clemson University. For further information, contact Garland G.
Gooden, Jr., 218 Greenville
Highway.

reer in public administration
in the national, state, or local
government are offered an opportunity to apply for a fellowship to study at three different
universities.
Candidates must be American citizens who have completed or will complete a bachelor's degree with any recognized major by June of 1967.
Each fellowship has a total
value of $3,500. The stipend is
$2,500 and the remainder of
the grant consists of fees and
tuition at the three cooperating
universities: Alabama, Kentucky, and Tennessee.
For information and applications, students should write to
Coleman B. Ransone, Educational Director, Southern Regional Training Program in
Public Administration, Drawer
I, University, Alabama. The
deadline for submitting applications is March 1, 1967.
AIR FORCE NEEDS PILOTS
The local Air Force Recruiting Office has stepped up its recruiting of pilots. Qualified applicants could not find a better
time to apply than now while
the need is greatest, according
to Sergeant Georges, local Air
Force Recruiter.
Applicants should be college
graduates or seniors soon to
graduate, under 26y2 years of
age, and in excellent physical
condition. Upon acceptance by
the Air Force, applicants will
enter Officers Training School
at Lackland Air Force Base
near San Antonio, Texas. This
three-month course leads to a
commission as a second lieutenant and entry into actual
flight training.
Application for Air Force
pilot training may be made on
campus at the Air Force ROTC
Office every Wednesday from
1:00 to 4:00 p.m.
DAIRY OFFICER
Robert L. Steer, Jr., a Clemson University junior from
Ninety Six, will serve as first
vice president of the student
affiliate branch of the Southern
Division of the American Dairy
Science Association during the
1967-68 school year.
Steer, a dairy science major,
was elected at the group's annual meeting in New Orleans,
La. His duties include the planning and organization of a program for the student affiliate
branch at next year's meeting
in Louisville, Ky.
CLEMSON MEETING
The town of Clemson will
have a public meeting to discuss the proposed zoning ordinance on Monday, March 13,

at 7:30 p.m. in the Savings
and Loan Auditorium.
All landowners are urged to
attend. Maps and the 37-page
proposed zoning ordinance
will be available to the public by March 1 at the town hall.
VALENTINE PARTY
There will be a Valentine
party on Friday, February 10,
from 8:00 - 11:00 p.m. in the
party room of the YMCA. This
party is sponsored by the
Chem. E. Wives.
Chem. E. students, wives, and
faculty are invited. Refreshments will be served.
FATHER FISCHER
TO SPEAK
Father James Fischer will discuss "Ayn Rand and Christianity" on Wednesday, February
15, at 8:00 p.m. at the YMCA
at a meeting of the Young
Philosophers.
All interested persons are invited to attend and join in the
discussion.
YMCA HANDBOOK
Any organization that has
not submitted an article for
the 1967-68 YMCA Handbook
and wishes to do so, should
turn in this article at the YMCA
Office by Friday, February 17.
Information may be obtained
from Mr. Gray at the YMCA
Office.
NOMINATIONS FOR
OFFICERS
Nominations for Student
Body Officers will be conducted
on Monday, March 6, at 7:00
p.m. in Room 1 of the Chemistry Building.
Those offices up for nomination will be Student Body President, Vice-President, Secretary,
Treasurer, and the High Court.
Class nominations will be
conducted Monday, April 3,
at 7:00 p.m. in the Chemistry
Building.

FRATERNITY FOOTBALL
GAME
Kappa Sigma Nu Fraternity
will play Sigma Beta Chi Sorority in a football game Wednesday, February 15, at 4:00 p.
m. on the field in front of the
Field House.
No
admission
will
be
charged, but at half time the hat
will be passed for the Jerry
Addy Memorial Fund. All are
invited.
ART EXHIBIT
An art exhibition by Ireland
Regnier, assistant professor of
architecture at Clemson University, is on display in the
Rudolph Lee Gallery.
Paintings, drawings, prints,
and mosaics by Mr. Regnier
will be on display throughout

Wouldn't you like to teach in

DAYTONA BEACH?
or one of the other attractive communities in
Volusia County, Florida
Our representative will be at the
Teacher Placement Office
on Thursday, February 16, 1967
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The Other Side
"The Olher Side," a < ;iei nson combo, will perform tomorrow night at the new.
Y.M.C.A. night spol, "The BE irn."
"The Bam," located o n t le Y.M.C.A. lakesile off Seneca Road, will open after .
the Clemson-Wake Forest bas ketball game and will be open until 12:30 a.m.
February. The exhibition is
sponsored by the Architectural
Foundation of the Clemson
School of Architecture.
STUDY ROOMS AVAILABLE
Study rooms are available
in the Civil Engineering Building from 7:00 to 10:00 p.m.,
compliments of the Clemson
Chapter of Tau Beta Pi national engineering honor society.

Hill mansion.
The restoration is a project
of the South Carolina division
of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy, the local John C.
Calhoun chapter, and the university. It is being assisted by
a gift from Mr. and Mrs. John
W. Beretta of San Antonio,
Texas.

COLLEGE LIFE MEETING
There will be a College Life
meeting Friday, February 10,
NIGHT SPOT
at 7:00 p.m. at the YMCA,
The Barn, the YMCA night sponsored by Campus Cruoot located at the "Y" lakede off the Seneca road will sade for Christ, Int. Clemson
i featuring the Blades on Sat- Director Jon Jacobson will
speak on "Solution—Spiritual
rday, February 18.
Revolution," a report on his
recent trip to the University of
GARDEN RESTORED
A flower garden once ar- California at Berkeley and
UCLA.
ranged by John C. Calhoun
for his crippled daughter CorGERMAN FILM
nelia is being restored on the
The Foreign Language Film
site of the original garden at
the south portico of the Fort Series will present" The Captain

from Koepenick," a German
language film in color, on Monday, February 13, at 7:00 and
9:00 p.m. in the Civil Engineering Auditorium.
This film has won several
awards, including the Best Actor Award at the San Francisco
Film Festival.

The YMCA night spot, The
Barn, located on the YMCA
lakesite off Seneca Road opens
tomorrow night following the
Clemson-Wake Forest basketball game.
Featured entertainment until
12:30 a.m. will be a Clemson
combo, The Other Side, who
have performed at the Chicken
Shack.
There will be a small coverage charge of $.50 per person
on the opening night. Refreshments will be made available.
THE BARN was recently
created out of the "Y" recreational building. Clemson students had been working on the
building since the beginning of
this semester.
Several low stages were secured for dance stands while
tables were placed around the
floor. The Barn has a fireplace and soft lighting.
Over 200 physical man hours
have been put into the building
including painting and interior
decorating.
Future plans are to develop
the lakesite with such things
as a game field, tennis courts,
and a marina.
Bruce Kavan, director of the
YMCA Recreation Committee,
told The Tiger, "This is a service project by the YMCA for
the Clemson students. We have

tried, to make it a good place
for dating, so we hope everyone will take advantage of it."
HEADING UP the committees on The Barn are Kavan,
director;
Grady Denton, facilities; Alex Miller, personnel;
and Ron Wingard, programming.
Vice-President Walter T. Cox
for Student Affairs informed
The Tiger that thSe Student Affairs Office was behind the "Y"
project.
Cox also encouraged the student body to "take advantage
of the night spot since they
had been requesting one for a
long time."
Future plans are to open The
Barn regularly on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday nights. A
juke box will be provided at
times when a band is not playing.

SECRETARY WANTED
Typing and Shorthand
Experience Required
Excellent Opportunity
CALL 654-5750
CLEMSON LUMBER
COMPANY

We'll Wrap Your Valentine Candy For Mailing

LYNCH DRUG COMPANY
Your Walgreen Agency in Downtown Clemson

Clemson Theatre
Fri. & Sat. — Sun. 3 P.M.
Feb. 10-12

SHIRLEY MacLAINE
MICHAEL CAINE
in

"GAMBIT"
— COLOR —
Sun. 9 P.M
Mon. & Tue.
Feb. 12-14

CHARLTON HESTON
LAURENCE OLIVIER
in

Whatever your area
of study, there may be
a place for you
with IBM.

"KHARTOUM"
— COLOR —
Wed. - Thurs. - Fri.
Feb. 15-17
Saturday, Feb. 18

PETER SELLERS
VICTOR MATURE

"AFTEFTHE

FOX"
— COLOR —

Clemson
Sweat Shirts

fc>

(Long & Short
Sleeve)

JUDGE KELLER
Downtown Clemson

NOW! EXCITING '67 DODGE CORONET
AT A PRICE THAT SAYS GO, GO, GO BUY!
If you prefer Coronet 440, two-door hardtop or four-door sedan, Its
speciaJ low package price includes:

When You Must Keep Alert
When you can't afford to be drowsy,
inattentive, or anything less than all
there. . . here's how to stay on top.
VfflV Continuous Action Alertness
Capsules deliver the awakeness of
two cups of coffee, stretched out
up to six hours. Safe
,
and non-habit-forming.
yFRVl

VFRV
Continuous Action
Alertness Capsules

• WHITE VINYL OR BLACK VINYL TOP • WHITEWALL TIRES
• SPECIAL WHEEL COVERS • BUMPER GUARDS, FRONT AND REAR
• DELUXE STEERING WHEEL • FENDER-MOUNTED TURN SIGNALS
And again, air conditioning, a 383 V8 engine, or both, are available as
options. Take your pick. Charger or Coronet 440. Size up the "White
Hat" Special that suits you best. You'll save a bundle in the bargain.

You can tell they're Good Guys
they all wear White Hats.
The Dodge Boys Trade In Dependable Used Car* —
Check With Us Before You Buy!

f/y-iTwstswt sm

HAYNES
DODGE SALES
109 East Calhoun St.

Dial 226-2472

BOYS

From the snowy ski slopes of Burlington,
Vermont, to the sun-swept shores of the West
Coast—and just about everywhere in between
—there's an IBM plant or lab. Seventeen plants
and twenty-one labs at last count, and more
are being planned every year. So what?
So... whatever your area of study, whatever
your regional preferences, chances are there's

a place for you with IBM.
Career opportunities at IBM include: Research and Development, Engineering, Manufacturing, Finance and Administration, and
Programming.
Once you've decided on your career area,
then you'll have to make a location decision.
A nice decision to have to make.

Whatever your immediate commitments, whatever your area of study,
sign up now for an on-campus interview with IBM, February 23,24.

If, for some reason, you aren't able to arrange an interview, drop us a line. Write to: Manager of College Recruiting,
IBM Corporation, Room 810, 1447 Peachtree Street, N£., Atlanta, Georgia 30309. IBM is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

